Deadline Abstract
Do not forget the 20th May deadline for abstract submission. The webpage will be deactivated at 23h59, Paris time.

JACoW Tips
When a paper is published by JACoW, you will find the following information on the top of the article: Paper ID, Title, authors and abstract... At the bottom you will find links to export the complete and template-ready references for the article in all available formats!

Poster Printing
You can ask us to print your posters and have them delivered to you at the conference. Deadline for the poster printing request is June 19th.

Cultural Point
Versailles Castle has a summer program online: https://tinyurl.com/ybrv8fbs. The Musical Fountains Show is different every summer and mix sound, light show and fireworks with the classical fountains for a fantastic show.

Social Events
A new part of our website highlights the social events. A wine and cheese welcome reception will be held on Monday evening after SOLEIL visit. The gala dinner in a boat presenting you Paris from the Seine river. Please note that the departure timing of the boat is very tight and we will not be able to wait past the official hour.

After expanding the exhibition hall to accommodate more exhibitors, two booths are still available. The hall cannot be expanded further which means those are the very last booths!